Chaperonins like the GroEL-GroES complex facilitate protein folding in the cell. Results: Substrate proteins are captured by the open, trans ring of the GroEL-ATP-GroES complex and are partially unfolded. Conclusion: Maximally efficient folding requires repeated cycles of substrate protein unfolding by the GroEL-GroES complex. Significance: Establishing how substrate proteins are processed by chaperonins is essential for understanding how proteins fold inside cells.
Molecular chaperones assist in the folding of proteins that, on their own, have little chance of achieving their native conformation (1, 2) . One of the most studied molecular chaperone systems is the GroEL-GroES chaperonin system of Escherichia coli (3) (4) (5) . GroEL is a tetradecamer of 57-kDa subunits, arranged as two stacked, seven-membered rings, with each ring containing a large, open, solvent-filled cavity (6) . The cavityfacing surface of the uppermost domain of each subunit (the apical domain) is lined with hydrophobic amino acids that tightly bind substrate proteins that are neither folded nor random coil (so called "non-native" proteins) (7) . Efficient folding of many proteins requires that they then be enclosed within a cavity formed by GroEL and the smaller, ring-shaped co-chaperonin GroES (8 -11) . Binding of GroES to a GroEL ring with a captured substrate protein seals the GroEL cavity and results in the release of the substrate protein into an enlarged GroELGroES chamber (a cis complex). Folding is initiated upon release of the substrate protein into the GroEL-GroES cavity and continues within this protected space for a brief period, until the cavity is disassembled and the protein, folded or not, is ejected back into free solution (9 -13) . In general, highly GroEL-dependent substrate proteins must go through repeated rounds of assisted folding, because only a small fraction of the molecules fully commit to their native conformation during any single round (12) (13) (14) .
To function as a folding machine, GroEL must execute a dynamic cycle of substrate protein binding and release, which is ultimately driven by ATP hydrolysis (3) (4) (5) . In the currently accepted model of the GroEL reaction cycle, non-native substrate proteins only enter the cycle on the trans ring of a GroELGroES complex containing ADP in the cis ring (an ADP bullet; Fig. 1a ). Subsequent binding of ATP and GroES to the substrate protein-occupied trans ring then encapsulates the bound substrate protein (forming an ATP bullet), while at the same time driving disassembly of the folding cavity left over from the previous reaction cycle. GroEL thus acts as a dynamic two-stroke protein folding machine, with both rings participating in a highly coordinated process of ligand binding and release (8, 15, 16) .
Many essential aspects of the GroEL reaction mechanism remain poorly defined or controversial. For example, recent work has suggested that non-native substrate protein can bind to the trans ring of an ATP bullet complex, an observation that conflicts with a central assumption of the standard reaction model (17) . Other recent work has suggested that ADP release plays a central role in the reaction cycle (18, 19) , whereas still other studies have suggested that ATP binds to an open GroEL ring before non-native substrate protein (20) . None of these observations are easily reconciled with the standard model of the GroEL reaction cycle. Additionally, how GroEL ultimately stimulates folding of a substrate protein remains a subject of active debate. A variety of mechanisms have been proposed, ranging from the exclusive and passive suppression of protein aggregation to more active models involving the unfolding of misfolded states or the conformational editing of the substrate protein's free energy landscape through spatial confinement within the GroEL-GroES cavity (3) (4) (5) .
Here we employ a combination of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), 2 FRET, and enzymatic assays to re-examine substrate protein entry into the GroEL reaction cycle. Our results demonstrate that GroEL enforces a specific ligand binding order that ensures efficient assembly of a GroEL-GroES folding chamber containing a non-native protein. The key to this ordered assembly process is the binding of non-native substrate proteins to the trans ring of the ATP bullet (Fig. 1b) . Further, we show that this binding sequence ensures that a kinetically trapped folding intermediate of ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase (RuBisCO) is subjected to two phases of unfolding as it is processed by the GroEL machine: first, capture of the RuBisCO monomer on an open GroEL ring results in binding-induced unfolding, followed by a round of forced unfolding as ATP binds to the RuBisCO-occupied GroEL ring. Both unfolding events occur over multiple spatial axes and, more importantly, appear to enhance the folding efficiency of the cycling chaperonin system beyond what is achievable by simple confinement within the GroEL-GroES cavity alone.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Proteins-Wild-type E. coli GroEL and variants (Cys0 GroEL, D398A GroEL, and SR1) were expressed and purified using previously described methods (21) . Wild-type E. coli GroES, wildtype Rhodospirillum rubrum RuBisCO, and the various RuBisCO Cys mutants were expressed and purified as previously described (8, 15, 21, 22) .
Refolding and Enzymatic Assays-The refolding of RuBisCO by wild-type GroEL and SR1 was assayed essentially as previously described, with minor modifications (8, 21, 22) . RuBisCO was first denatured in acid urea buffer (25 mM glycine-phosphate, pH 2.0, 8 M urea; 5 M final concentration) and then diluted 50-fold into refolding buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 5 mM KOAc, 10 mM Mg(OAC) 2 , and 2 mM DTT) containing either GroEL or SR1. Folding was initiated (t ϭ 0) by the addition of GroES and ATP, and the samples were then maintained at indicated temperatures using a high precision temperature block (Boekel Scientific TropiCooler 260014). For wild-type GroEL, 50-l samples were removed at 10 -12 discrete time points over the course of 30 min and quenched with hexokinase and glucose to halt the GroEL reaction and stop folding. The samples were then assayed for RuBisCO activity, as previously described (8, 22) . For SR1 refolding assays, 50-l samples were removed at 10 -12 discrete time points over the course of 30 min and placed into (15) . ATP binding to the trans ring is required for the next round of GroES binding, substrate encapsulation and folding. Although the order in which ATP and substrate protein bind is unclear, both must bind the trans ring to trigger release of GroES and substrate protein from the cis ring (iv). b, in the revised model, the reaction begins with the asymmetric ATP bullet complex, but with ADP tightly bound to the trans ring (i) (18, 19) . Binding of the non-native protein drives ADP off the trans ring (ii). ATP binds the trans ring only after ATP hydrolysis on the cis ring has generated an ADP bullet (iii), a reaction that is inhibited by ADP bound to the trans ring (29) . GroES then encapsulates the substrate protein to initiate folding and simultaneously trigger release of GroES and substrate protein from the cis ring (iv).
prechilled tubes at 4°C containing 12.5 mM EDTA. Incubation at low temperature in the presence of EDTA causes rapid dissociation of the SR1-ADP-GroES complex and release of the RuBisCO monomer, halting the folding reaction (8, 23, 24 ) (see Fig. 5 ). Following a 10-min incubation at 4°C, the samples were returned to 23°C, supplemented with 50 mM Mg(OAc) 2 , and assayed for RuBisCO activity as previously described (8) . For all refolding experiments, assays were replicated three to five times at each temperature. The observed folding rate constant for each replicate was determined by fitting the experimental data to a single exponential rate law using either Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Portland, OR) or Origin (OriginLab, Northampton, MA). Rate constants for all replicates at a given temperature were then averaged to yield a final, average folding rate constant and associated experimental errors.
ATPase rates were determined with a coupled enzyme assay (18) . Each reaction contained 1 mM phosphoenolpyruvate, 10 units/ml pyruvate kinase, 0.2 mM NADH, and 10 units/ml L-lactate dehydrogenase. GroEL and GroES were diluted to 250 and 500 nM oligomer, respectively, in reaction buffer (25 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM DTT) that was preincubated at the indicated temperature. Reactions were initiated by addition of ATP to 2 mM. Changes in absorption at 340 nm were monitored for 5 min immediately after the addition of ATP in a thermally jacketed spectrophotometer. The observed ATP hydrolysis rates were corrected for small changes in baseline signal at the different assay temperatures, when observed.
Labeling of RuBisCO with Fluorescent Dyes-Various RuBisCO Cys mutants, as well as GroEL315C and GroES98C, were labeled as previously described (15, 21, 22) . The thiol-reactive dyes used in this study were: 5-iodoacetamidofluorescein (F) and 5-(2-acetamidoethyl) aminonaphthalene-1-sulfonate (ED). All reactive dyes were obtained from Invitrogen and were prepared fresh from dry powder in anhydrous dimethyl formamide immediately prior to use. The extent and specificity of dye conjugation was confirmed as previously described (21) (22) 25) .
Complex Formation between RuBisCO and GroEL-GroES Bullet trans Rings-The binding of RuBisCO to the trans ring of a GroEL-GroES complex was conducted by first creating two asymmetric chaperonin complexes: GroEL-ADP-GroES and ELD398A-ATP-GroES complex (21) . Samples of GroEL or ELD398A (7 M), GroES (8.4 M), and ATP (250 M) were mixed in 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 5 mM KOAc, 10 mM Mg(OAc) 2 , 2 mM DTT and incubated for 10 min at 25°C. The asymmetric complex was then diluted to the desired concentration and supplemented with fluorescent, acid-urea-denatured RuBisCO (58F), and the sample was incubated for 10 min at 25°C to allow trans ring binding. The symmetric ELD398A-ATP-GroES 2 "football" complex was formed following the same basic procedure, using a 2-fold increase in the GroES concentration (16.8 M) . The resulting symmetric complex was then diluted and incubated with acid-urea-denatured RuBisCO in the same manner outlined above, to examine substrate protein binding efficiency to this complex. The samples were loaded onto a Superose 6 gel filtration column, and the elution profile followed with an in-line fluorescence detector. The column running buffer was the same as the incubation buffer used for complex formation but contained 10 M ADP. The binding efficiency was determined from the integral of the fluorescence RuBisCO that co-migrated at the GroEL peak.
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy-FCS was used to monitor the folding kinetics of non-native, fluorescently labeled Rubisco (58F) in the presence of cycling GroEL, GroES, and ATP over the course of 20 min. A cycling mixture of GroEL (100 nM), GroES (200 nM), and ATP (1 mM) was prepared in refolding buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 5 mM KOAc, 10 mM Mg(OAC) 2 , and 2 mM DTT) and incubated for 5 min at 25°C to allow the system to achieve a steady state. Samples of unlabeled RuBisCO and fluorescein-labeled RuBisCO were first denatured for 30 min in 8 M acid-urea buffer and then mixed together at a ratio of 19:1 (unlabeled:labeled) to create a denatured RuBisCO stock containing 5% Rub58F. Denatured RuBisCO was then rapidly diluted 100-fold into the cycling GroEL-GroES mixture to a final concentration of 100 nM RuBisCO monomer (95 nM unlabeled plus 5 nM labeled final concentration). A 10-l drop of the final mixed sample was then placed on a BSA-blocked coverslip attached to the microscope objective of a custom-built confocal microscope (26) and covered with a humidified chamber to prevent evaporation. The typical dead time to the first observation was less than 10 s. Autocorrelation curves were collected every 30 s for 20 min, and the full experiment was repeated five times. Autocorrelation curves were normalized in mean amplitude between 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 and 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 s for purposes of co-adding data. As a calibration standard, the autocorrelation curve for RuBisCO fully bound to the trans ring of a GroEL-ADP-GroES complex was determined by mixing denatured RuBisCO with an excess of the ADP bullet complex. The instrument response of the microscope was characterized by measurements of freely diffusing tetramethylrhodamine in aqueous buffer and indicated that the beam waist diameter was 0.4 microns with a lateral to axial ratio of 1:3.
The fluorescence autocorrelation function corresponding to two mixed species where the fraction bound was represented by f can be expressed as follows:
Here, N is the overall particle number in the excitation volume, t free and t bound represent the diffusion time through the excitation spot for the free and bound species, and s is a beam structure factor defined as the excitation spot waist along the optical axis divided by the waist size in the lateral plane (assumed circularly symmetric about the optical axis). A single component fit of the autocorrelation data from the calibration dye (tetramethylrhodamine) determined this structure factor to have the value 3.
The rate of native RuBisCO dimerization was observed to be slow under the conditions of the FCS assay (not shown), so that the product of the folding reaction at any time point was likely to be a mixture of uncommitted monomer, committed monomer, and dimer. Although there was no evidence to indicate that the standard two-component model curves were invalid, because the cycling RuBisCO system would not be formally well described by a two-component model, we compared two independent analysis methods to determine the fraction of RuBisCO bound as a function of time: the standard two-component fit analysis and a "half-amplitude" analysis that was less reliant on a autocorrelation model fit. The results of both techniques were statistically consistent. In the half-amplitude method, we used the same normalized autocorrelation data as was used in the two-component fit except that the time of halfamplitude crossing time was found without imposing a model fit. For a standard single component autocorrelation curve, this time roughly corresponded to the mean diffusion time of a particle through the excitation beam.
Kinetic Simulation of Steady State GroEL-GroES Reaction Cycle-We modeled the cycling GroEL-GroES system in two ways: 1) a classical cycle dominated by asymmetric complexes (15, 27) and 2) an updated cycle explicitly incorporating symmetric football complexes and the role played by ADP dissociation in trans ring (18, 19, 28 -30) . In all cases, values of the rate constant for each transition were taken from the literature. The Monte Carlo-based, stochastic simulation package CKS (IBM) was employed for the simulation.
Stopped Flow Fluorescence and Data Analysis-Stopped flow experiments were performed essentially as previously described (22) using an SFM-400 rapid mixing unit (BioLogic; Claix, France) equipped with a custom designed, two-channel fluorescence detection system. For intramolecular FRET measurements with labeled RuBisCO, the time-dependent change in donor side FRET efficiency of the labeled RuBisCO monomer was extracted from matched sets of donor-only and donor-acceptor stopped flow experiments as previously described (22) . The lifetime of the GroEL-GroES complex at different temperatures was determined from the time-dependent change in donor side FRET efficiency following the rapid addition of a large excess of unlabeled GroES to a sample containing donorlabeled GroEL complexed with acceptor labeled GroES. Labeled GroEL 315ED (donor) and GroES 98F (acceptor), both at 300 nM oligomer, were mixed with 5 mM ATP and an ATP regeneration system consisting of 5 mM creatine phosphate, and 30 units/ml creatine kinase. Following thermal equilibration of the sample in a stopped flow sample syringe, the cycling GroEL-GroES mixture was then rapidly mixed (1:1) with a 6 M unlabeled wild-type GroES. For all stopped flow experiments, the refolding buffer described above was used, but the KOAc concentration increased to 100 mM. Matched sets of donoronly and donor-acceptor stopped flow experiments were employed as previously described (15, 25) . Fitting of experimental data were accomplished with either Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Portland, OR) or Origin (OriginLab, Northampton, MA).
RESULTS
We have reproduced the basic observation that non-native substrate protein can bind to the trans ring of an ATP bullet created from the hydrolysis deficient GroEL mutant D398A (EL398A), first noted by the Taguchi group (17) . When the GroES:EL398A ratio is 1:1, non-native R. rubrum RuBisCO binds as well to the ATP-bullet trans ring as to the ADP-bullet trans ring (Fig. 2a) . Because the exposed trans ring of the ATP bullet is the first point in the GroEL reaction cycle where an open ring is exposed ( Fig. 1) , these results imply that that nonnative substrate most likely enters the GroEL reaction cycle on the trans ring of the ATP bullet complex under standard, steady state cycling conditions.
RuBisCO Enters the GroEL Reaction Cycle on the ATP Bullet trans Ring-Although suggestive, experiments that show RuBisCO binding to the trans ring of a D398A ATP bullet suffer from a significant weakness: these experiments assume that the trans ring of the EL398A-GroES-ATP complex behaves like a wild-type GroEL ring. However, because EL398A quantitatively forms symmetric football complexes at concentrations of ATP and GroES where wild-type GroEL does not (17) , it remains possible that non-native RuBisCO binding to the trans ring of D398A is an artifact of the altered allostery that also leads to efficient football formation. To test this possibility, we developed an alternate approach to measuring the binding of non-native RuBisCO to GroEL, in the presence of GroES and under the more physiologically realistic conditions of cycling, steady state ATP hydrolysis. Under these conditions, the GroEL tetradecamer population is dominated by asymmetric, bulletshaped GroEL-GroES complexes (15, 31, 32) . To examine the distribution of ATP versus ADP bullets in greater detail, we conducted a series of kinetic simulations using established values of the limiting transitions of the GroEL reaction cycle (Fig.  2, b and c) . When the cycle is modeled using classical descriptions (Model 1) (15, 27), ϳ25-50% of the GroEL tetradecamers are present as ATP bullets. However, when a more accurate model of the reaction cycle is employed (Model 2) (Fig. 2b) , the GroEL population is dominated (80 -90%) by ATP bullet complexes, with the ADP bullet population representing less than 10% of the total population. Notably, this updated reaction scheme predicts that 10 -20% of the GroEL complexes should be found as symmetric football complexes, consistent with cryoEM observations of the cycling GroEL-GroES system (32) .
The kinetic simulations allow a set of specific predictions to be made about how much non-native RuBisCO could initially be captured by a cycling GroEL-GroES reaction. With the updated cycle shown in Fig. 2b , and assuming RuBisCO exclusively enters the GroEL reaction cycle on the trans ring of an ADP bullet, a cycling mixture of GroEL and GroES could initially bind only 10 -20% of the non-native RuBisCO. Alternately, exclusive entry of non-native protein on the trans ring of the ADP bullet using the classical reaction cycle predicts that at most 50 -75% of the RuBisCO could be initially bound. However, if non-native RuBisCO can also bind the trans ring of the ATP bullet complex, the cycling GroEL-GroES sample should capture the entire RuBisCO monomer population within seconds of mixing.
To measure the fraction of non-native RuBisCO initially bound by the cycling GroEL-GroES system, we developed a kinetic assay based on FCS. Because the average diffusion time of a RuBisCO monomer bound to a GroEL-GroES complex is much longer than that of the free monomer, FCS provides an ideal method for examining the fraction of non-native RuBisCO bound by cycling GroEL-GroES (Fig. 2, d-f) . Fluores-cently labeled, non-native RuBisCO momomers were generated as previously described (15, 22, 25) . When a cycling sample of GroEL, GroES, and ATP is mixed with non-native, fluorescent RuBisCO at a stoichiometry of 1:1 (GroEL:RuBisCO), we observe a substantial shift in the FCS curve of the RuBisCO monomer (Fig. 2d, red followed by green) . With time, the curve moves to shorter average correlation times, indicative of productive folding and release of the committed RuBisCO into free solution. Within ϳ20 min, little additional shift in the average correlation time of the fluorescent RuBisCO is detectable (Fig.  2d, black line) . Direct fitting of the observed FCS curve to a two-component model (Fig. 2e) allowed extraction of the relative fractions of bound and free RuBisCO, as well as an apparent half-time (t1 ⁄ 2 ) for the folding commitment of the RuBisCO monomer of ϳ5 min, in excellent agreement with previous measurements of GroEL-mediated RuBisCO folding (8, 22, 23, 33 ). An independent analysis of the observed FCS curves based on measurement of the apparent mean diffusion times yielded identical results (Fig. 2f) . Importantly, in both cases, extrapolation of the bound RuBisCO fraction to zero time shows that the entire RuBisCO population was captured at the beginning of the reaction (Fig. 2, e and f) . These observations strongly sug-gest that: 1) non-native RuBisCO can enter the GroEL reaction cycle on the trans ring of the ATP bullet complex and 2) the trans ring of a EL398A-GroES-ATP complex is, in fact, a good proxy for the trans ring of a wild-type GroEL-GroES ATP bullet.
Multiaxis Unfolding of RuBisCO by the GroEL trans RingWe next examined whether binding of a non-native protein to the trans ring of an ATP bullet induces the same structural alterations in the substrate protein that occur upon binding to an ADP bullet trans ring. Previous studies have demonstrated that when denatured RuBisCO is diluted from either GdmHCl, acid, or acid-urea, the protein rapidly collapses to a misfolded, monomeric state that is highly aggregation prone at 25°C in the absence of GroEL (12, 22, 33, 34) . Additionally, we have shown that this collapsed, non-native RuBisCO monomer is partially unfolded following capture by the trans ring of the ADP bullet complex (21) . These conclusions were based in part upon an intramolecular FRET assay that employed homogeneous and site-specific modification of two surface-exposed Cys residues in RuBisCO (amino acid positions 58 and 454) with small, exogenous fluorescent probes (fluorescein iodoacetamide (F) and 5-(2-acetamidoethyl)aminonaphthalene-1-sulfonate (ED); Fig. 3a) .
We find that when 58F/454ED RuBisCO is mixed with an ATP bullet complex, both the extent and rate of conformational expansion of the folding intermediate on the ATP bullet trans ring are very similar to what is observed following binding to the trans ring of an ADP bullet (Fig. 3b) . We have now expanded our set of FRET-based structural probes to three additional pairs of sites (58F/356ED, 58F/209ED, and 454F/ 36ED; Fig. 3a) . In every case, we observe a binding-induced expansion of the non-native RuBisCO folding intermediate upon capture by the trans ring of the ATP bullet complex (Fig.  3c and Table 1 ).
The multiaxis expansion of RuBisCO on the trans ring of an ATP bullet supports the idea that structural disruption of kinetically trapped folding intermediates is an important way that GroEL stimulates productive folding (21, 35, 36) . However, binding-induced unfolding of RuBisCO on either the ATP or ADP bullet trans ring (Fig. 4) is slow compared with the cycle period of the GroEL-GroES machine under the same conditions (ϳ10 -25 s at 25°C, depending on the non-native substrate protein load (15, 27) ). The detailed nature of these structural rearrangements and the reason for their slow progression are unknown. It is likely that the process resembles the surface denaturation of a protein at a hydrophilic-hydrophobic interface (37) (38) (39) (40) . Indeed, the structure of the apical domains of the GroEL ring in the substrate protein acceptor state resemble such an interface in many respects (6) .
Given the slow rate of binding-induced unfolding compared with the cycle period of GroEL, at best 30 -50% of the structural disruption achievable through binding-induced unfolding is likely to occur in the window of time a folding intermediate spends bound to a GroEL-GroES trans ring (Fig. 3) . Our previous observations, however, also demonstrated that ATP binding to the RuBisCO-occupied trans ring results in the forced expansion of the RuBisCO monomer as the apical domains move into position to accept GroES (21). This conclusion was based on a single FRET pair (58F/454ED), leaving open the question of how extensively forced unfolding alters the structure of the RuBisCO monomer. We have now re-examined this question, employing our expanded set of FRET pairs in rapid mixing experiments designed to follow the effect of ATP binding to a RuBisCO-occupied trans ring (Fig. 4) . In all cases, we observe two phases of change in the average FRET efficiency over the first few seconds of the experiment, with a very rapid drop (ϳ100 -200 ms), followed by a slower rise (1-2 s) in the transfer efficiency. These changes are very similar to the phases of forced unfolding, followed by GroES binding and compaction, which we previously described with the 58F/454ED pair. Thus, as with binding-induced unfolding, forced expansion of FIGURE 2. Capture of non-native RuBisCO on the trans ring of the ATP bullet complex. a, non-native RuBisCO binds efficiently to the trans ring of an ATP bullet complex made with the hydrolysis-deficient GroEL mutant D398A. A fluorescent variant of RuBisCO (58F) was denatured and mixed with different complexes made from wild-type (wt) GroEL or D398A. Shown is binding of non-native RuBisCO to the trans ring of a wild-type ADP bullet complex (ADP bullet) and the trans ring of a D398A ATP bullet complex (ATP bullet). RuBisCO binding to the D398A in the presence of ATP and excess GroES, conditions where this mutant efficiently forms symmetric D398A-ATP-ES 2 complexes (ATP football) (17) , is also shown. Stable binding was monitored by HPLC gel filtration chromatography and in-line fluorescence detection. b, an updated steady state GroEL reaction cycle in the presence of excess GroES and absence of non-native substrate protein. The kinetically dominant steps of the cycle, along with their associated rate constants, are shown. The transition from steps 1 to 2 involves both ADP release from the trans ring and ATP hydrolysis in the cis ring. The intrinsic rate of ATP hydrolysis in the cis ring occurs at a maximal rate of 0.12 s Ϫ1 (27) , but this turnover is restricted by the rate of ADP release from the trans ring, an event that proceeds at an average rate of 0.04 s Ϫ1 in the absence of non-native substrate protein (18, 19, 28, 29) . The subsequent binding of ATP to the open trans ring is approximately diffusion-limited (steps 2 to 3a) (15, 21) . The transition to a new ATP bullet complex can progress along either of two paths. In steps 3a to 4, release of the previously bound GroES (gray) occurs at essentially the same rate that a new GroES binds to the ATP-bound ring (15) . Alternately, release of the prior GroES can be slower than the rate of new GroES binding, resulting in a symmetric football intermediate, which subsequently decays to an asymmetric complex (30) . c, kinetic simulation of the GroEL reaction cycle, showing the fractional population ATP bullets under conditions of steady state ATP turnover across a range of values of the rate-limiting step. The simulation was carried out for two reaction schemes: 1) a classical cycle dominated by asymmetric complexes (ATP bullet, Model 1) (15, 27) and 2) the updated cycle illustrated in b (ATP bullet, Model 2) . The fraction of symmetric football complexes derived from the updated cycle in b is also shown (Football, Model 2) . d, the extent of RuBisCO binding to wild-type GroEL during a fully active reaction cycle was examined by FCS. Wild-type GroEL and GroES were mixed at a ratio of 1:2, supplemented with excess ATP (1 mM) and incubated for 1-2 min. Non-native, fluorescent RuBisCO (58Alexa488) was added rapidly, and the extent of RuBisCO binding was examined as a function of time by FCS. Twenty minutes of autocorrelation data (five repeats) were collected and fit to a two-component model defined by the GroEL-bound and the final unbound state of RuBisCO after 20 min. Only if 100% of the RuBisCO is bound to a GroEL bullet complex would the measured fraction bound reach a value of 1; similarly, only after all RuBisCO remained unbound would the measured fraction bound reach a value of zero. Experimental autocorrelation curves are shown (green), with the autocorrelation curve of a stable reference complex between an ADP bullet and RuBisCO (red). At ϳ20 min, there was no change detected in the autocorrelation curve: an average of three curves from 20 to 30 min represents the end point (black). e, the observable decrease of the average fraction bound is well fit by a single exponential decay model with a half-time of 5.5 min (95% bounds of 4.7 and 6.7 min; black dashed line). Extrapolation of the average fraction bound to the start of the folding reaction implies all or nearly all RuBisCO monomers are efficiently captured upon addition of the non-native protein. f, the mean diffusion time of RuBisCO at various time points was extracted from the half-amplitude of the experimental autocorrelation curves. The mean diffusion time, as a function of folding time, is shown. The observed decrease in observed diffusion time, indicative of the productive folding and release of RuBisCO monomers into free solution, is well fit by a single exponential decay model with a half-time of 4.6 min (95% bounds of 4.0 and 5.3 min; black dashed line). Extrapolation of the mean diffusion time to the start of the folding reaction indicates that the RuBisCO monomers were efficiently captured upon addition of the non-native protein.
the RuBisCO monomer upon ATP binding to a substrate-occupied trans ring is very likely to be distributed over much of the RuBisCO folding intermediate structure.
Repetitive Unfolding of RuBisCO by GroEL Enhances Productive Folding-Although
GroEL is capable of disrupting the conformation of a collapsed RuBisCO folding intermediate, the question remains: what is the linkage between this phenomena and enhanced folding? Does the multiaxis expansion of the RuBisCO monomer lead to substantially enhanced folding? Or is it simply an epiphenomenon of substrate binding to, and release from, the multivalent GroEL ring? Our previous observations with RuBisCO and the single-ring GroEL variant SR1 strongly suggested that this structural disruption is, in fact, directly linked to enhanced folding (21) . However, these observations were based on an artificially modified GroEL cycle (see Fig. 6a ). Because the SR1 variant lacks a second ring, once a protein is encapsulated within the SR1-GroES complex, the intracavity folding window becomes arbitrarily long. In this system, the amount of time allowed for intracavity folding is controlled by treatment of the SR1-GroES complex with mild disrupting conditions (EDTA combined with low temperature), which results in very rapid and efficient release of GroES and the encapsulated protein (Fig. 5) (8, 23, 24) . By contrast, with a cycling GroEL-GroES system, the lifetime of the intracavity folding window is limited by the rate of turnover (15) . Because this window is much shorter than the rate of folding commitment by the RuBisCO monomer, and because each turn of the GroEL cycle ejects all non-native RuBisCO back into free solution where it cannot fold, the cycling GroEL-GroES system effectively creates a "pulsing" folding cavity, with periods of active folding followed by periods of no folding as uncommitted protein monomers are rebound and re-encapsulated (Fig. 6a) .
The difference in persistence time of intracavity folding between the SR1 and cycling GroEL systems makes a specific prediction: if enhanced folding by GroEL is fundamentally limited only by the amount of time a non-native folding interme- Only one of the endogenous cysteine residues is exposed on the surface of native RuBisCO (C58). Four additional, surface-exposed positions were selected as dye attachment sites using a structure-based design strategy (25) . The endogenous amino acids at each site were changed to Cys, both individually and in combination. The reactivity of each engineered Cys residue toward thiol-alkylating dyes was measured, and the different sites were matched so that double-Cys variants could be uniquely and selectively labeled with either a donor or acceptor dye at a specific position (22) . Sites successfully paired in this fashion, and where all single and double dye-labeled variants cause no detectable perturbation to the stability or folding of the RuBisCO protein, are shown with connecting lines between the paired sites. b and c, the conformation of the non-native RuBisCO monomer upon binding to a GroEL-GroES complex was monitored by intramolecular FRET. RuBisCO variants labeled at two positions, with the donor dye (ED) and the acceptor dye (F), were denatured and rapidly mixed (to 50 nM final concentration) with 100 nM samples of either ADP bullets made from wild-type GroEL or ATP bullets made from D398A GroEL. Upon binding to the trans rings of either the ADP bullet or the ATP bullet, the magnitude of intramolecular FRET decreased, indicative of structural expansion of the RuBisCO monomer. For FRET pairs 58F/454ED (a) and 58F/356ED (b), the extent and rate of bindinginduced unfolding of the RuBisCO monomer was essentially the same. Note that under these experimental conditions, initial binding was complete within ϳ5 s (15) , so that the conformational expansion reported by the decrease in FRET efficiency was a result of structural rearrangement of the captured RuBisCO monomer on the GroEL ring. Because the kinetics of binding-induced unfolding observed with the other FRET pairs, 58F/209ED and 454F/34ED, were very similar to the 58F/454ED and 58F/356ED pairs, the transients for these sites are not shown. However, see Table 1 for details of the observed FRET efficiencies and average separation distance of the dyes for each pair of sites both before and after RuBisCO monomer binding to a GroEL ring.
diate spends within the GroEL-GroES cavity, then the folding rate observed via SR1-mediated folding should represent the maximum rate achievable. If true, a cycling GroEL-GroES system should be slower than SR1 at low cycle rates and might approach, but could never exceed, the speed limit set by SR1 as the cycling rate increased. Because the GroEL-GroES cycling rate is ultimately limited by the rate of ATP hydrolysis, a simple way to control the cycling rate of the GroEL-GroES system is with temperature. As expected, when the temperature of a steady state cycling GroEL-GroES system is increased, the rate of ATP hydrolysis rises, whereas the lifetime of the GroELGroES cavity decreases (Fig. 6, b and c) . When RuBisCO folding a Distances for all samples were calculated by both steady state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. b Steady state FRET efficiencies were calculated from an average of at least three experimental replicates of the indicated complex. Time-resolved efficiencies were calculated from the observed fluorescence decay lifetimes as outlined under "Experimental Procedures." In all cases, the observed experimental variation between replicates and lifetime fitting error was no more than Ϯ5%. c RuBisCO monomer labeled with fluorescein at amino acid 58. Labeled RuBisCO variants were denatured and bound to the trans ring of ADP bullets made from wild-type GroEL (see "Experimental Procedures"). The complex (50 nM) was mixed in a stopped flow with ATP (1 mM), and changes in donor and acceptor fluorescence were monitored as a function of time. The data shown in a for the 58F/454ED pair are drawn from a previous study (21) and are displayed here for reference. In good agreement with these previous measurements, all three additional FRET pairs show a very rapid (t1 ⁄2 ϭ 100 -200 ms), ATP-induced forced expansion of the GroEL-bound RuBisCO monomer, followed by a slower (t1 ⁄2 ϭ 1-1.5 s), GroES-induced compaction.
by SR1 is examined across this temperature range, the rate of intracavity folding is remarkably constant and insensitive to temperature, consistent with previous observations (Fig. 6d ) (23) . Folding by the cycling GroEL-GroES system, however, displays a strong dependence on temperature, as would be expected for a system constrained by the rate of productive cavity assembly and disassembly. Strikingly, whereas the rate of RuBisCO folding at low temperatures is slower than that of the SR1-GroES system, as the temperature reaches and exceeds 25°C, the cycling GroEL-GroES system is capable of driving RuBisCO folding at rates that substantially exceed the rate achievable by SR1 (Fig. 6d) .
It is worth noting that non-native substrate proteins also accelerate the GroEL-GroES reaction cycle, increasing the rate of ATP hydrolysis and decreasing the average cavity lifetime (15) . To have a measurable impact, however, the non-native substrate protein must saturate the GroEL-GroES system. Because the conditions we employ are far below saturation, the presence of non-native RuBisCO would negligibly affect the ATPase rate or cavity lifetime of the cycling GroEL-GroES system in the experiments reported here. However, the concentration of non-native substrate protein in vivo is very likely to saturate the GroEL-GroES system under most conditions. In combination with the elevated temperatures typical for optimal growth by E. coli (35-37°C) , the GroEL-GroES system likely operates at a steady state rate within a living cell that results in a minimal cavity lifetime.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that the trans ring of an ATP bullet complex can capture non-native RuBisCO during an active GroELGroES reaction cycle. Non-native RuBisCO can also bind directly to the trans ring of an ADP bullet (Fig. 2a) (21) . However, the observation of direct capture of a folding intermediate by the ADP bullet trans ring is an artifact of the experimental conditions employed, in particular the subsaturating concentrations of the non-native substrate protein. The ADP bullet trans ring is expected to also possess high affinity for the substrate protein, because this complex is the next step in the GroEL reaction sequence (Fig. 1) . More importantly, the trans ring of the ATP bullet complex is the first point in the reaction cycle where an open GroEL ring is exposed. The asymmetry of the GroEL cycle ensures this, because assembly of each new, ATP-bound cis cavity on a GroEL ring is directly linked to disassembly of the ADP-bound folding cavity on the other ring: the one left over from the previous round of folding (8, 15) . In the presence of saturating substrate protein, conditions that would prevail in vivo, the first binding-capable state of the trans ring exposed, the ATP bullet trans ring, would then bind the incoming substrate protein. Our observations therefore suggest that the standard model of substrate protein entry into the GroEL reaction cycle requires revision (Fig. 1b) .
Binding of substrate proteins to the ATP bullet trans ring explains how GroEL enforces a reliable ligand-binding sequence. Previous observations have shown that the release of non-native substrate protein and GroES from a spent cis folding cavity (the post-hydrolysis, ADP-bound complex; Fig. 1b) is fast, following ATP binding to the trans ring of the ADP bullet (11, 13, 15, 18) . However, ADP release from the same decaying cis complex is slow (18, 19) . In addition, it has been shown that the binding of non-native substrate proteins to an ADP-bound GroEL ring catalyzes ADP release (18, 19) . In combination, these observations suggest a coherent picture of how a specific and ordered ligand-binding sequence is achieved on an open GroEL ring during a steady state cycle. The trans ring of the ATP bullet can bind non-native substrate, but not GroES or ATP (Fig. 1b) . Because the trans ring nucleotide-binding sites tend to remain filled with ADP until the ring captures a nonnative folding intermediate, premature ATP binding is inhibited (41) . Additionally, ADP occupancy of the trans ring acts as a potent noncompetitive inhibitor of ATP hydrolysis on the other ring (29) . Thus, ADP in the trans ring of an ATP bullet complex expands the lifetime of the complex to 20 -30 s at 25°C, maximizing the opportunity for non-native substrate protein capture on the trans ring. At the same time, even if the trans ring ADP is prematurely released, negative cooperativity of ATP binding between the GroEL rings serves as an additional inhibitor of premature ATP binding to the trans ring (27, 42, 43) .
Non-native substrate protein capture on the trans ring of the ATP bullet serves as the trigger for cycle progression. Because substrate protein binding appears to be linked to ADP release, and ADP release from the trans ring initiates ATP turnover in the cis ring, substrate protein binding to the trans ring effectively signals correct loading of a GroEL ring that is ready to begin the next folding cycle. Once substrate protein is loaded, the trans ring ADP is released, and the cis ring ATP can be hydrolyzed to create a new ADP bullet with the newly captured non-native substrate on the trans ring (Fig. 1b) . Subsequent binding of ATP to this occupied trans ring then initiates a new FIGURE 5. Disassembly of SR1-GroES complex and release of substrate protein is fast at 4°C with EDTA. The dissociation rate of the SR1-GroES complex under different conditions was examined by following the rate of release of an encapsulated substrate protein. First, acid-denatured GFP (500 nM) was bound to SR1 (2.5 M). The complex was then mixed with ATP (2 mM) and GroES (10 M), followed by incubation of the sample at 25°C for 5 min. SR1-GroES complexes containing folded and fluorescent GFP were purified away from free GFP using gel filtration chromatography as previously described (8) . Samples of the purified SR1-GroES-GFP complex were then incubated at 4°C in the presence or absence of EDTA and MgCl 2 to determine the rate of complex disassembly and substrate protein release from an artificially disrupted SR-GroES complex. GFP release into free solution was observed as a decrease in steady state fluorescence anisotropy (15) .
round of GroES binding and encapsulation. Notably, this model predicts that entry of non-native substrate protein into the GroEL reaction cycle should stimulate both GroES release and ATP hydrolysis. Both effects have been observed (15, 28, 44) .
The ordered binding sequence of substrate protein, followed by ATP and then GroES binding, maximizes the probability of productive substrate protein encapsulation on a GroEL ring while minimizing nonproductive cis complex formation. Recently, an alternate model of substrate loading was proposed that postulated that ATP binding to a GroEL ring always occurs before non-native substrate protein (20) . This model was formulated from the kinetics of non-native substrate and ATP binding to the trans ring of an ADP bullet complex. However, this model creates an apparent paradox, given the observation that ATP binding to a GroEL ring substantially weakens the binding affinity of the non-native protein for the ring (45, 46) , an effect that should cause premature substrate protein escape prior to GroES binding. As demonstrated here, however, the ADP bullet is not the most likely acceptor state of the nonnative substrate protein during a cycling GroEL-GroES reaction. Substrate loading on the trans ring of the ATP bullet complex resolves this apparent paradox. Other recent work suggests that saturating levels of non-native substrate protein may shift the GroEL cycle from a reaction sequence centered on the alternating asymmetric complexes of ADP and ATP bullets to one involving symmetric complexes (so-called footballs) (30, 47) . Because our experiments were conducted at subsaturating levels of non-native substrate protein, the observations pre-FIGURE 6. The cycling, wild-type GroEL-GroES system folds RuBisCO at a rate that exceeds the maximum folding rate possible from confinement within the static SR1-GroES cavity. a, schematic summarizing a key difference between assisted protein folding with the single ring GroEL mutant and the wild-type GroEL system. Although a productive SR1-GroES folding cavity can be maintained for an arbitrary duration, wild-type GroEL-GroES cycles, ejecting substrate protein with each cycle (12, 13) . At 25°C, the cycle period is ϳ25-30 s when substrate protein is limiting (15, 27) . b, the lifetime of the GroEL-GroES complex under conditions of steady state ATP hydrolysis was measured over a range of temperatures, using a previously described FRET assay (15) . In the absence of substrate protein, the extent of energy transfer between a donor-labeled GroEL variant (150 nM) and an acceptor-labeled GroES variant (150 nM) in the presence of ATP (2.5 mM) was monitored as a function of time, following addition of excess unlabeled GroES (3 M). c, lifetime measurements (closed squares) from experiments such as those in b are plotted along with the observed steady state rate of ATP turnover (open circles) by GroEL-GroES in the absence of substrate protein, as a function of temperature. Error bars show the S.D. of n ϭ 3 replicates. d, temperature dependence of RuBisCO folding within the SR1-GroES cavity and in the presence of a fully cycling wild-type GroEL-GroES system. Non-native RuBisCO (100 nM) was bound to either excess SR1 (400 nM) or excess wtEL (400 nM). Samples were then equilibrated at the indicated temperature, and folding was initiated by the addition of a 2-fold molar excess of GroES (800 nM), plus ATP (1 mM). The extent of RuBisCO folding was sampled over the course of 30 min at the indicated temperature. In all cases, the observed refolding kinetics were well described by a single exponential rate law. The rate constant for RuBisCO folding, with either wild-type GroEL or SR1, is displayed. Error bars show the S.D. for n ϭ 3-5 replicates. The SR1 reaction could not be reliably examined over the full temperature range, because of thermally induced disassembly of the SR1-GroES complex (based on gel filtration; data not show), which results in artificially low refolding rates.
sented here do not address the role of symmetric complexes. However, our conclusion that non-native protein enters the GroEL reaction cycle on the trans ring of the ATP bullet is consistent with this dual-cycle model.
The ligand-binding sequence described here also has important implications for understanding how GroEL stimulates productive protein folding through unfolding. The entry of a substrate protein on the trans ring of the ATP bullet provides the widest possible time window for binding-induced unfolding to progress. At the same time, by ensuring that the substrate protein binds prior to ATP, the GroEL ring has a second chance to disrupt the structure of a misfolded, non-native protein through forced expansion. For RuBisCO, both binding-induced unfolding, as well as forced unfolding, appears to occur across multiple spatial axes of the nonnative monomer. The observation that the cycling GroEL-GroES system can drive RuBisCO folding at rates that exceed the limiting intracavity rate strongly suggests that substrate protein unfolding by GroEL is directly coupled to enhanced protein folding. As shown in Fig. 6 , the more rapidly the GroEL-GroES system cycles, the better it folds RuBisCO, even though the intracavity folding rate is little changed. In combination with our previous observations with SR1 (21), these results strongly suggest that the more frequently the non-native RuBisCO monomer is subjected to binding-induced and forced expansion, the more effective is the overall process of folding.
Despite our observations of enhanced folding of RuBisCO through unfolding, a fundamentally unresolved question is the extent to which unfolding is employed across the wide range of substrate proteins upon which GroEL works. Unfolding of substrate proteins by GroEL appears to be varied, with some proteins showing evidence for GroEL-mediated unfolding, whereas others display little or none (21, 48 -55) . It seems likely this variability stems from the wide range of substrate proteins upon which GroEL operates. Three to four classes of GroEL substrate proteins have been identified in E. coli, ranging in their folding dependence on GroEL from very little to indispensable (56, 57) . Proteins for which unfolding is likely a significant mechanism are those that populate meta-stable, kinetically trapped, misfolded states with little spontaneous access to the native state. Previous studies have demonstrated that RuBisCO is an example of this highly stringent type of substrate protein (33, 58, 59) . Proteins that do not form kinetically trapped and misfolded intermediates, but instead populate long-lived, onpathway intermediate states that are simply aggregation prone, probably gain little if any benefit from structural disruption by GroEL. Substrate proteins of this type are likely to derive their greatest benefit from either the simple, passive prevention of aggregation provided by sequestration within the GroELGroES cavity or from a less well understood stimulation provided by spatial constriction of the folding intermediate within the GroEL-GroES chamber. The relative extent to which these different mechanisms are employed by GroEL as it interacts with and folds different substrate proteins remains to be established.
